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the caisson chambers, and a sufficiency of weight on the 
upper surface of the caisson to counteract the buoyancy alike 
of timber and air, and maintain the caisson at all times, 
firmly, on the bed of the excavation. This weight is provided 
by commencing at once the erection of the towers. For this 
purpose the entire surface of the caisson is covered with 
blocks of heltvy stone, the interstices of which are filled with 
the best cem ent. As the caisson sinks other tiers of stone 
will be added, and when it rests upon its final bed the towers 
will be carried up their full hig ht. 

The method whereby the workmen enter and leave their 
workrooms at the bottom of the caisson-already fifteen or 
twenty feet below the surface of the water and gr()wing 
deeper day by day-and the method of rem0ving the 
earth and rocks which they dig out are matters of greatest 
interest. To drive the water out of the caisson requires a 
pressure of air inside equal to six pounds to the inch. The 
workmen must therefore go iu and out and take out the ma
terial excavated without leaving any open space through 
which the air could escape. And how is this done? 

Down through these tiers of stone and timber-from the 
outer air to the inside of the caisson-is placed a tube of 
boiler iron some six fett in diameter. The upper end of this 
tube is closed, save a man-hole of perhaps 18 inches diameter. 
About seven feet below this upper end the tube is again clos'3d 
lJy au iron division, save another man-hole of the same size 
as the first. On one side of the tube, from top to bottom
the seven feet space between the man-holes included-is fixed 
an iron ladder. The two man-holes are fitted with covers 
which are closed or opened at pleasure by means of suitable 
appliances in the seven feet chamber between them. These 
covers are operated by an attendant, who rema�ns in the little 
chamber, at all hours, for the purpose. 

And now we busy-bodied-bees present ourselves for admis
sion. The upper man-hole is open, and the attendant below 
directs us to descend into his little room by means of the iron 
ladder. The man-�ole below is 'ught closed. The little room 
is abundantly ltghted by heavy glass set in the iron-work 
overhead. The cover tothe man-hole by which we entered is 
now closed by a few turns of the windlass, and we three are 
cased in the strongest of iron prisons. Before we can feel 
the effects of our confinement the attendant opens 9. small 
valve which communicates by means of a pipe, with the 
space below the iron floor on which we stand. An unearthly 
and deafening screech, as from a steam whistle, is the imme
diate result, and we instinctively stop our ears with our 
fingers to defend them from the terrible sound. As the sound 
diminishes we are sellsible of an oppressive fullness about 
the head, not unaccompanied with pain, somewhat such as 
might be expected were our heads about to explode. Mean
while the sound stops entirely; the lower man-hole is opened, 
and the attendant directt! our attention to thl' iron ladder be
low as the means of descent. The first determinatioll to 
draw back anfl gain the pure air above, regardless of failure 
to accomplish the object of our visit, is succeeded by a sober 
second-thought, and in spite of present pain we drop through 
the man-hole and down the ladder as though life depended 
upon the celerity of our movements and the brevity of our 
explorations. But as the seconds fly we become accustomed 
to the" situation." The pressure on the head is relieved so 
that in three or four minutes we feel quite at ease. We place 
ourselves under the care of tht' superintendent in charge, Mr. 
Charles Young', foreman of the caisson, and are conducted 
from point to point until we have obtained a very satisfactory 
idea of the principles on which the work is conducted. The 
compartments, which are each some forty-five feet square, ap
pear very much like tue cellars ot houses which have for 
months been submerged by the overflow of an adjacent river, 
and are now newly freed from water. A slimy mud covers 
everything. Planks are laid from point to point, serving 
alike as ways for feet and barrow-wheels, and doorways are 
cut through the diffllrent compartment partition walls to 
facilitate the passage between them. 

In one of the compartments, as already intimated, we find 
the work going on, while the othl:'r five are dark and dank; 
slimy and silent. A single great boulder obstructs the pro
gress downward of the caisson, and these men are engaged in 
its removal. They have dug around the innsr side of it, but 
the excavation is filled with water. Indeed the boulder is 
concealed in the water, and they work at it, thigh deep, in 
the muddy· liquid. Tht'y have drilled a hole and inserted an 
eye-bolt, such as is used in rai�ing a large stone to its place 
on the walls of some great building. The boulder weighs 
ton, or it may be twenty tuns, and besides that is so bedded 
in mud t-lat a power equal to twice its weight is required to 
loosen its hold. That power is obtained by means of an hy
draulic jack. Unlike the usual lifting jack, in use for raising 
great weights, this one is so contrived as to exert the same 
pc;wer in pulling the weight. The water chamber of the 
jack is above and not below the piston, and the piston rod ter
minates in a hook instead of a lifting shoulder. This hook 
being first attached to the eye keyed into the boulder, and 
the opposite end of the jack chained fast to th� nearest inner 
timber partition, the pump which forms part of the jack is put 
in motion. When the strain is fairly made the boulder yields 
and is drawn into the compartment. Here it is speedily 
drilled through and broken into manageable pieces. Let us 
follow them. 

Down through the layers of stone and timber there reaches 
from the upper air to the level of the bottom edglC!s of the 
caisson a huge square box, some eight or ten feet on either 
s id,', open at both end�. The water which is driven out of 
compartments where the work goes en, by the great air 
pumps, rlses freely in this box to the levd of the river be
yond. As the caisson sinks the workmen dig arountl and un
der the lower edges of the box, keeping a space under it free 

from earth. Inside the box is a steam-operated lifter, so con
structed as to dip great buckets full of whatever of earth or 
stones may be found at the bottom. It is, in ShOlt, a dredg
ing machine, and is operated as such. It dredges out the 
earth below the box to a depth greater than that reached by 
the caisson, and thus forms, as it were, a cistern or space filled 
with water below the box. This cavity or cistern extends be
yond the box itself into the working compartments on either 
side. 

Hither the workmen bring the broken pieces of rock, the 
mud and earth, or such material as may have been excavated. 
It is thrown into the cistern, is dipped up by the dredger 
buckets, and lifted through the water into the upper air, there 
to be finally removed. The process is simple enough, and 
yet one almost wonders to stand at ease near the bottom of 
such a box-two of them are in use-and consider it as with
out either cover or bottom and yet full of water to a hight of 
a dozen feet above the head. The way is open, apparently, 
for the water to run out, and yet the flood is stayed! But 
that we have become accustomed to the condensed air in 
which we stand, and have forgotten that it exerts a pressure 
of six pounds to the square inch upon that water, and thus 
presses it up into the box and holds it up there to a hight of 
neariy twenty feet, we should not thus wonder. The p!ocess 
is indeed simple, but it is not the less difficult to realize. All 
around the caisson is the same wall of water, high above our 
heads, kept from overll.owing us by the compression of the 
al�in which we stand. 

And lhus the workmen are enabled to undermine the entire 
caisson-to sinli it slowly and surely to its final rest. When 
that polnt has been determined, the entire inner space will 
be packed full of cement, and the whole will became sub
stantially a vaet rock, never more to be disturbed. 

----------.. ... 4 • ._-------

[For the Scientific AmerIcan.] 

THE DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE. 

BY PROF. JOHN DARBY. 

B.&B. 

From the time men gathered into communities, some sani
tary regulations have been adopted. It required no long ex
perience, on the part of the members of a thickly peopled lo
cality, to teach them that aggregation, alone, was a cause of 
disease. The 'reason of this result was not apparent; but the 
existence of the fact led to the establishment of hygienic reg
ulations, which were supposed to have a bearing on the sub
ject. The accumulation of filth, in a crowded population,was 
considered a proljfic cause of disease. To get rid of this was 
the problem. Moses purified his camps by fire, or by regula
tions that carried the offensive materials off too far for them 
to exert any deleterious influence. To remove these morbific 
elements from cities, sewers were an early means. It was 
presumed that, by running water in sewers, all the decaying 
matter could be tran&ported to a river or the ocean, and be 
lost or consumed in the abundant waters. Rome stood upon 
a ntk-work of sewers (cloacaJ), and its vast popUlation, in an
cient times, owed, undoubtedly, their exemption from deso
lating diseases to the perfection of its sewage. 

The subject of sewage has received the profoundest atten
tion of the most learned and practical men in aU the great 
cities of Europe. The best engineers and the most learned 
hygienists of Paris and London have spent their best energies 
on this subject; and the effect of their labors has been, un
doubtedly, of great good. In the city of New York, similar 
labor has been expendt'd, and similar happy results have fol
lowed. But all that is desirable has not been accomplished. 
Efforts are unabated to accomplish still greater results. No 
less than 7,455 deaths occurred in this city, in 1868, by dis
eases, in a great measure, due to impure air. There are two 
questions which present themselves in regard to this subject, 
which require consideration. 

1st. What is it in the air that is so fatal to human life 1 
2d. How is the material to be destroyed? 
There has never been any doubt in the minds of observers, 

that there was present in the air a material,which they called 
malaria, or miasm, the generator, in a great measure, of what 
they call zymotic diseases. One reason, for the want of suc
cess in removing entirely this destructive agent, is due to the 
fact, that its true properties have not been discovered or acted 
upon. Importance,also, has been given to agents that exerted 
no influence in the case. Carbonic acid has been sought fur, 
found, and estimated in unl1ealthy localities. Carbonic acid 
exerts no influence in producing disease. It is a comparative
ly harmless gas. Le Blanc says carbonic oxide is twenty-five 
times more poisonous than carbonic acid, which is equivalent 
to saying that carbonic acid is not poisonous at. ali, which we 
have good reasons for believing. The amount of carbonic acid 
is always too small to exert any deleterious influence in the 
most malarious localities. It neVflr amounts to more than 
one third of one per cent, which is too slllall a quantity to pro
duce any inj urious effect. 

It is true that carbonic acid may accumulate in wells, cis
terns, S'3wers, or caves, and suffocate any one descending into 
them. It is a heavy gas, and has slight diffusive power, and 
hence, wIll remain for some time in a close place, where it is 
generated. It suffocates, in these cases,as any other gas would 
do with like diffusive power. 

It produces no zymotic diseases. The workmen in soda
water works breath an atmosphere often much more highly 
charged with carbonic acid than in any natural localities, and 
yet are perfectly healthy. 

Angus Smith says, that a deficiency of oxygen, or the accu
mulation of carbonic acid is not the cause of the injury, but 
the discharging into the air some organic substr.nce. What
ever this substance may be, as to its real nature, whether 
germs, puterine, organic nitrogen, or albuminoid ammonia, is 
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of little or no consequence; its properties and effects are be· 
yond dispute. That it is a producer of disease there is no 
question. In sixty-eight places, in England, the death rate 
was in direct relation to the quantities of this material in the 
air. It is to this organic substance that attention is di
rected. 

To detect this material, we devised a means more than ten 
years ago. We attached to an aspirator one of Liebig'S pot
ash bulbs, containing a dilute solution of permanganate of 
potash; and as the water passes out of the vessel,a like quan
tity of air passed through the bulb, and any organic matter 
was indicated by the change of color of the permanganate 
from a deep red·]ish purple to a colorless solution. Care must, 
however, be taken to previously deprive the air of any sul
phureted or phosphureted hydrogen; which is easily done. 
By this means the air can be tested from any locality or place 
wherein an india-rubber tube can be inserted-from cellars, 
bed rooms,or in the beds,from drains, from the tops of houses, 
or above them, sewe.rs, etc. 

By the same arrangement of apparatus,ozone may be tested, 
by putting into the bulb a solution of iodide of potassium and 
starch, prepared in the same manner as for ozone papers, only 
more diluted. 

The following facts are established in regard to malaria by 
experiments: 

1st. It is not generated at a temperature below 500 Fah. 
2d. With due moisture and a temperature in the neighbor. 

hood of 80°, it is generated wherever organic matter is under
going decay. The emanations of the human body afford it 
promptly under like conditions. 

3d. It is heavier than the air-never rising but a few feet 
above the earth unless borne by upward currents. 

4th. It is in very minute quantities. If a bottle of air be 
taken from the most malarious locality and submitted to an 
expert chemist, he would give the exact percentage of nitro
gen, oxygen, water, carbonic acid, sulphureted hydrogen, etc., 
and make up 100 parts, but would take no notice of this or
ganic substance. The deficiency, if any, he would-and might 
justly-attribute to error in observation. The permanganate 
is specially fitted for tts detection, from its deep color and ex
cessive sensitiveness to the presence of organic matter, espe
cially if undergoing change. 

In the months of July and August, especially, the temper
ature of every part of the city is raised to a point favorable 
for miasmatb production. The sewers, filthy streets, inclosed 
yards, and all filthy places, whether indoors or out of doors, 
become foci for the discharge of active malaria. Here it is, 
enteling our homes, invading the sleeping rooms, and, per
haps,generated there,unless scrupulous heatness and thorough 
ventilation is observed. 

Our second question comes to us, "How is this organic sub
substance to be got rid of 1" We'are persuaded that chem
ical disinfectants are nearly or quite powerless. They are 
mere partial and temporary expedients for the purifica
tion of a great city, however applicable they may be for 
a single dwelling. We can conceive of but two ways 
of accomplishing this result,-one by the agency of ozone, the 
other by fire. There is an abundance of ozone floating above 
our city, which, if it could be bro]lght down, would soon 
cleanse our atmosphere. How is this to be accomplished 1 
We sec no practical means. and we know of no practical way 
in which ozone can be artificially produced, to accomplish the 
same end. 

Can we apply fire? 
In the city of New York there are twenty-nine sugar refine

ries, eighteen saw mills, 324 establishments for printmg, nine 
1l.0uring mills,sixty-five iron founderie�,sixteen planing mills, 
ninety-five distilleries. From much inquiry that we have 
made, and the average we have been able to make, the above 
establishments consume 2,000 tuns of coal per day, or its 
equivalent. We will suppose they use but 1,000 tuns. This 
is 2,000,000 Ibs. To burn this coal-supposing it to be pure 
carbon-would require 5,333,333 1-3 Ibs. of oxygen. The 
amount of air required to afford this amount of oxygen. sup
posing it all to be consumed, would be 26,666,666 2-3 Ibs. 
Converting this into cubic feet, on the fact that 100 cubic 
inches of air weigh 3 1  grains, we should get about 36,000,000 
cubic feet, which would fill a sewer 40ft. by 3, and 568 miles 
long. The sewers of this city make 260 miles in length, and 
they will not average 3x4oft. A great part of the length of 
the sewers is tubes, from l-ft. to 1 1-2-ft. in diameter. We 
may safely calculate that, with the burning of 1,000 tuns of 
coal, all the sewers of the city would be emptied three times 
a day, if the furnaces in which the coal is burned drew their 
air from the sewers. 

The proposition is, to connect the furnaces or bellows with 
the adjacent sewers. No one will deny the feasibility of thill 
adjustment. It is no new thing to draw air for a blast from 
below. The air furnaces in New England, fifty years ago, 
drew the air by a eubterranean trench, from outside the fur
naces. Many farmers' fireplaces were furnished with a hole 
between the andirons, covered, when not needed, with an iron 
plate. It fulfilled two purposes-to let the ashes into a brick 
bin, below, and to blow the fire from a current of air from the 
cellar. The feasibility we consider settled. 

Some objections may be raised on other grounds. It may 
be said, that the air of sewers is not fitted to support combus
tion, as weH as external air. The amount of oxygen will not 
vary one third of one per cent, as analysis shows. Moreover, 
the air in the sewer will be from ten to twenty degrees colder 
than that of the furnace room, whence the air is now drawn. 
For the condensation of the air by this lower temperature 
will make a cubic foot of air in the sewer contain more oxy
gen than a cubic foot of external air, allowing for aU impu
rities. 

But it may be said, the foul gases may interfere with com 
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bustion. All the gases, except carbonic acid, generated, in
cluding the malaria, are combustibLe, and will add fuel to the 
flame. 

It may, also, be objected, that the air is damp. This is so. 
But the water is in the form of vapor, and not liquid, hence 
the thousand degrees of caloric are not required to convert 
the water into steam. This vapor, passing over the glowing 
carbon, would be decomposed, and, by no means, diminish the 
the intensity of the combustion, but rather increase it. 

The advantages of this operation are manifest. In the first 
place, the offensive matters are burned up, and not allowed, 
as now, to be diffused through the air. By this process there 
will be a constant downward tendency of the foul airs to flow 
into the sewers, wherever generated, whether from the sur
face of the streets, or in dwellings, or outhouses. Like the 
water, they will all flow off into the sewers, and be drawn up 
into the furnaces. The tendency, now, is to accumulate and 
rise up as the quantity increases, and flow into the dwellings, 
instead of flowing from them. The sewers themselves are 
now centers of the foulest emanations, as any one may con
vince himself by experimenting un the air over the water 
holes at the corners of the streets. 

It is feared by some,that the immense production of carbonic 
acid, and other noxious products produced by the manufacto
ries of New York, may demand, sooner or later, their removal 
from the city. These fears, probably, have their origin in the 
analysis of the air in the great cities of England. They cer
tainly have not arisen from the analysis of the air of New 
York. The cases of English cities and New York are very 
different. In the first place,the kinds of manufactories of New 
York are small or null in those materials which most load the 
atmosphere of some English cities. In the next place, we 
have a vety different atmosphere. While theirs is moist, and 
loaded wHh vapors, ours is comparatively dry, and will not 
sustain them. Although immense volumes of carbonic acid 
are raised into the air, yet the winds, in a few minutes, will 
transport tlie"m to distant places. 

This principle may be applied with much benefit to private 
dwellings. If the dwelling is furnished with a furnace, the 
air for combustion could be drawn from the lowest place on 
the premises,and the supply of air would come from the upper 
portions of the house, creating a tendency to ventilate the 
dwelling by pure air drawn from above. The cellars of pri
vate buildings might be connected with the sewers, and when 
the draft was stIOng; the stagnant air drawn out and fresh air 
supplied. 

It might be objected, that circumstances might occur,when 
the air could not be drawn from the sewers from obstructions 
or from their being full. Then the usual source could be em
ployed by removing the jacket, and the dampers in the tube 
be shut. Where the tubes are employed, and too small for 
the supply from accumulations of water in them, the furnace 
could be connectcd with the reservoirs for surface water at 
the corners of the streets. But the furnaces, generally, are in 
operation only in the daytime. Still, if the sewers are 
thoroughly aerated three times in twenty· four hours, no harm 
could result,certainly none when they are kept pure for twelve 
hours, and that in the hottest portion of the twenty-four. 

Hotels might draw their air from the samll source to their 
ranges and furnaces, and their premises supplied with pure 
air. 

The only facts we have observed in examining the literature 
of sewers, that relates to this matter, are the following: A 
proposition was made, in London, to connect the sewers with 
the chimneys of manufactories, above the fires, which the 
owners objected to, from its diminishing the draft. In Pari8, 
when the sewers become so foul that the workmen cannot 
enter them with safety, they have movable chimneys, which 
they put over the holes in the streets, and, by building 
a fire in the chimneys, draw out the foul air. This involves 
our principle, which we have discovered since the above was 
written. 

It may be objected that insuperable difficulties would arise 
in putting the above views in practice. That difficulties would 
arise, is probable, but, that they are insuperable to the en
gineering talent of New York,we do not believe. We imagine 
the expense of the various efforts now put forth for a partial 
success, if rightly directed, would achieve a perfect and per
manent relief from malarial influences, and would supply 
the now most miasmatic districts with pure air. 

.. _ .. 

WHAT IS ENERGY 1 

[Balfour Stewart in Nature.] 

It has been shown in a former article (See SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, page 360, Vol. XXI!.), that energy, or the power 
of doing work, is of two kinds; namely, energy due to actual 
motion, and that due to position. We ended that article 
by supposing a stone shot vertically upwards had been caught 
at the summit of its flight and lodged on the top of a house; 
Wld this gave rise to the question, What has become of thE' 
energy of the stone? To answer this we must learn to regard 
energy, not as a quality, but rather as a thing. 

The chemist has always taught us to regard quantity or 
mass of matter as unchangeable, so that amid the many be
wildering transformations of form and quality which take 
place in the chemical world, we can always CORsult our bal
ance with a certainty that it will not play us false. But now 
the physical philosopher steps in and tells us that energy is 
quite as unchangeable as mass, and that the conservation of 
both is equally complete. There is, however, this difference 
between the two things-the same particle of matter will al
ways retain the same mass, but it will not always retain the 
same energy 

As a whole, energy is invariable, but it is always shifting 
about from particle to particle, and it is hence more difficult 
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to grasp the conception of an invariability of ellergy than of to another division of our subject. In the mean time we may 
an invariability of mass. For instance, the mass of our state that radiant light and heat are supposed to consist of a 

luminary always remains the same, but its energy is always certain undulatory motion traversing an etherial medium 
getting less. which pervades all space. 

And now to return to our question-What has become of Now, when this radiant energy falls upon a substance, part 
the energy of the stone? Has thi3 disappeared? Far from of it is absorbed, and in the proceBB of absorption is convert
it; the energy with which the stone began its flight has no ed into ordinary heat. The undulatory motion which had 
more disappeared from the universe of energy, than the coal, previously traversed the thin ether of space has now become 
when we have burned it in our fire, disappears from the uni- linked with gross palpable matter, and manifests itself in a 

verse of matter. But this has taken place: the energy has motion which it produces in the particles of this matter. The 
changed its form and has become spent or has disappeared as violence of this rotary or vortex-like motion will thus form a 

energy of actual motion, in gaining for the stone a position measure of the heat which the matter contains. 
of advantage with regard to the force of gravity. Another species of molecular energy consists of electricity 

If we study this particular instance more minutely, we in motion. When an electric current is moving along a wire, 
shall see that during the upward flight of the stone its energy we have therein the progress of a power moving the light 
of actual motion becomes gradually changed into energy of with enormous velocity, and, like light, silent in its operation. 
position, while the reverse will t.ake place during its down- Silent, we say, if it meets with no resistance, but exceedingly 
ward flight, if we now suppose it dislodged from the top of formidable if it be opposed; for the awe-inspiring flash is not 
the house. In this latter case the energy of position with so much the electricity itself as the visible punishment which 
which it begins its downward flight is gradually reconverted it has inflicted on the air for daring to impede its progress. 
into energy of actual motion, until at last, when the stone Had there been a set, of stout wires between the thunder-cloud 
reaches the ground, it has the same amount of velocity, and, and the earth, the fluid would have passed into the ground 
therefore, of actual energy, which it had at first. without disturbance. 

Let us now revert, for a moment, to the definition of energy, The molecular energies which we have now described may 
which means the power of doing work, and we shall see at be imagined to represent motion of some sort not perceived 
once how we may gage numerically the quantity of energy by the outward eye, but present, nevertheless, to the eye of 
:wh\jlh the stone possesses, and in order to simplify matters, the understanding, they may therefore be compared to the 
le.t us suppQl!e that this stone weighs exactly one pound. If, energy of a body in visible motion, or actual energy as w(\ 
therefore, it has velocity enough to carty it up onEtJ foot, it have termed it. 
may be said to have energy enough to do one unit of work, But we have also molecular energies which are more 
inasmuch as we have defined one pound raised one foot • high analogous to the energy of position of a stone at the top of a 
to be one unit of work; and in like manner if it has veLocity cliff. 
sufficient to carty it 16 feet high, it may be said to have an For instance, two bodies near one another may be endowed 
energy equivalent to 16 units of work, or foot·pounds. as with a specie8 of energy of position due to opposite electrical 
those units are sometimes called. states, in which case they have a tendency to rush together, 

Now, if the stone be discharged upwards with an initial just as a stone at the top of a cliff has a tendency to rush to 
ve10city of 32 feet per second, it will rise 16 feet high, and it the earth. If thp two bodies be allowed to rush together this 
has th@refore an energy represented by 16. But if its initial energy of position will be converted into that of visible 
velocity be 64 feet per second it will rise 64 feet high before motion, just as when the stone is allowed to drop from the 
it turns, and will therefore have energy represented by 64. cliff its energy of position is converted into that of visible 
Hence we see that by doubling the velocity the energy is motion. 
quadrupl€d, and we might show that by tripling the velocity There is finally a species of molecu1ar energy caused by 
the energy is increased nine times. This is expressed in gen- chemieal separation. When we carry a stone to the top of 
eral terms by saying that the energy or quantity of work a cliff, we violently separate two bodies that attract one 
which a moving body can accomplish varies as the square of another, and these two bodies are the earth and the stone. 
its velocity. This fact is well known to artillel.'Yffien, for a In like manner when we decompose carbonic acid gas into 
ball with a double velocity will penetrate much more than its constituents we violently separate two bodies that attract 
twice as far into an obstacle opposing its progress. one another, and these are carbon and oxygen. When, there-

Let us now take the stone or pound-weight having an in- fore, we have obtained in a separate state two bodies, the 
itial velocity of 64 feet per second, and consider the state atoms of which are prepared to rush together and combine 
of things at the precise moment when it is 48 feet high. with one another, we have, at the same time, obtained a 
It will at that moment have an actual velocity of 32 feet per 'kind of energy of molecular position analogous on the 
second, which, as we have seen, will represent 16 units of small scale to the energy of a stone restiDg upon the top of 
work. But it started from the ground with 64 units of work a house, or on the edge of a cliff on the large or cosmical 
in it; what, therefore, has become of the difference-or 48 scale. 
units? Evidently it has disappeared as actual energy; but ... - • 

the stone, being 48 feet'high, has an energy of position rep. Preservation oC Freestone, 

resented by 48 units; so that at this precise moment of its The Hub, a :aostoncotemporaty, in discoursing on the above 
flight its actual energy (16), plus its energy of position (48), subject, remarks that many methods have been adopted to pre
are, together, equal to the whole energy with which it serve brown stone, and a number of patents have been taken 
started (64). out for preparations for this purpose. 

Here, then, we have no annihilation of energy, but merely In regard to the cause of the scaling of the brown stone so 
the transformation of it from actual energy into that implied much used of late in this country, it would seem to be chiefly 
by position; nor have we any creation of energy when due to its porosity, whereby it absorbs water, which, in freez
the stone is on its downward flight, but merely the re·trans- ing beneath the surface,splits it apart by the expansion which 
formation of the energy of position into the original form of water undergoes at temperatures below 39° Fah. This force 
actual energy. of expansion is very powerful, as is shown by the rupture of 

We shall presently discusE' what becomes of this actual water pipes, which so often burst in cold weather. It is fre
energy after the stone has struck the ground; but, in the quently the case that these pipes do not crack until the tem
meantime, we would repeat our remark Low intimate is the perature moderates and melts the cylinders of ice contained 
analogy between the physical and the social world. In both therein, and this hns given rise to the delusion that it is the 
cases we have actual energy and energy of position, the only thawing which bursts them. 
difference being that in the social world it is impossible to It has been theorized that the decay of the stone is due in 
measure energy with exactneBB, while in the mechanical part to the corrosive action. of the sulphuric acid which exists 
world we can gage it with the utmost precision. in the atmosphere of large cities, proceeding from the coal 

Proteus.like, this element, energy, is always changing its there burned. Even if this theory be correct, the acid could 
form; and hence arises the extreme difficulty of the sub- not affect the stone unless absorbod into its pores with 
ject, for we cannot easily retain a sufficient grasp of the ever· moisture. Stop these pores therefore, and the decay. will be 
changing element to argue experimentally regarding it. All arrested. For this purpose the journal from which we con· 
the varieties of physical energy may, however, be embraced dense this article recommends the varnish known as "Perma· 
under the two heads already mentioned; namely, energy of nent Wood Filling." It says oil has been used on walls of 
actual motion and of position. brick and stone, but it soaks away before drying, and leaves 

We have chosen the force of gravity, acting upon a stone but little at the surface where it is most needed, while the 
shot up into the air, as our example; but there are other "Filling," being more viscid, remains in the surface pores 
forces besides gravity. Thus, a watch newly wound up is until it hardens and closes them forever. This article, like 
in a condition of visible advantage with respect to the forcs most modern discoveries, was known in principle before the 
of the main spring; and as it continues to go it gradually Christian era, and if Sextus Tarquin had not scowled on the 
loses this energy of position, converting it into energy of gypsy we might perhaps have found in the sibylline books 
motion. A croBB-bow bent is likewise in a position of advan- the formula for its preparation. It is at least certain that the 
tage with respect to the spring of the bow; and when its asphaltum, which enters into its composition, was used by 
bolt is discharged, this energy of position is converted into the Egyptians to preserve their dead, by impregnating the 
that of motion. Thus, again, a meteor, a railway train, a bandages in which they wrapped the bodies to make mum
mountain torrent, the wind, all repres�nt energy of actual mies; and after a trial of four thousand years, we arl' justified 
visible motion; while a h':lad of water may be classed along in calling this species of dry pickle permanent. In the fossil 
with a stone at the top of a houee as representing energy gums, moreover, which are also used in its composition, we 
of position. The list which represents visible energy of find insects and leaves which have been handed down to us 
motion and of position might be extended indefinitely; from antediluvian times, and which would indicate the pre· 
but we must remember that there are also invisible mo- serving qualities of those gums. Is it not probable that if 
lecular motions, which do not the less exist because they are frail organic remain.s have been thus preserved by its ingre
invisible. dients, that they will as well protect a hard slone wall ? To 

One of the best known of these molecular energies is rad. us it seems that nothing can be more durable than a surfac@ 
iant light and heat-a species which can traverse space with composed of the elastic" Filling," closing the pores of the 
the enormous velocity of 186,000 miles a second. stone, and the SiliCOUB cells of the latter guarding the" Fill

Although itself eminently silent and gentle i� its action ing " from abrasion. The motives Qf reformers are often 
it is, nevertheless, the parent of most of the work which is assailed, but the principles of natural philosophy are here in 
done in the world, as we shall presently see when we proc�ed I question and not the principles of meu. 
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